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Residential Rates OIR

Total Sample Size = 5,100

• Web~based panel survey:
- -w nera! population in PG&E, SCE arc , rvice territories 00):
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Customers: 400 

> Unexposed (not provided detailed explan

; / rates): 400
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options): 600

• Hard to F
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I ^ u /,> 2 > ) o m » the internet or without a r:

two approaches:
id online panel recruitment company which provides computer / internet access
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Residential Rates OIR

I. Introduction

1. Screening
2. Evaluation of 

Utility company
3. Current Rate 

Knowledge

II. Introduction to Rate 
Options - Education

1. Rate Structures
a. Time-of-Use
b. Tiered

2. Rate Components
a. Time Periods
b. Customer Charge
c. Demand Charge

d. Price-ratios
3. Initial Preferences

III. Choice 
Exercise IV. Relevance of 

principle that rates 
should be 
understandable, 
stable and provide 
choice.
1. Evaluation of rate 

options using 
principle 
(understandable, 
stable, choice, etc.)

2. Low-Income 
Preferences

3. Bill review habits
4. Demographic and 

Household 
characteristics

Choice Task 10

Choice Task 2 
Choice Task 1
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Residential Rates OIR
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Discrete Choice Conjoint
• ' ci'' ; - /' n :/ incu/i'J/ii m , > ,j jcluct development for

r'vciH.CC' :b<' mi mCmo , ^emmcm "D ((> i' f* i foduct attributes.
- Each respondent is presented with several sets of product alternatives < on 

u rr v'S'-nu \h 4ri i >> r ,< s oh-yvmm/n C meets their needs,
ticipants in the explorati

variations in t
- Guides 

produc 

quantit

preferences / trade-offs between
5 in a way that can be measured

inn

r<

alysis of the data can
ohok * •//CC e - ' product feat

• Discrete Choice Conjoint is by far the most piofen
it models real-life choices and customer behavior.
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Residential Rates OIR

Survey Design
1. W(- V W

structure
2. Why is Discrete Choice Conjoint a good approach to gather customer input on rate structures?
3. Have we considered "Deliberative Polling" as a method for gathering customer input on vv options? Why

would -1 Deliberative Polling be the best method for gathering customer research.

e focus groups the t the process c input on rateto

4. How can we make sure that the wording of the survey is not ambiguous or leading?
st cost option > H'O 

rsonal bill impact will
5. How is the research designed so that people don’t just pick fh * [

able to make an effective choice u in _ '’on't know what tf 
different rate structures?

Sampling
6. How are we r

How can w-
7. How will the i

preferred b
8. How are societal costs and b

rate structures?.
Timing of Research
9. Why should this research be completed before the rate proposals are submitted?

customers be 
Jin these51

iQ sure we are getting sufficient vv i 'i » < groups such as hard to reach, and seniors? 
sure that our sample i i preservative of the IOU customer populations?
rch be designed to ensure that the answers will not be
hi- i' '

cl toward: rate options

f Tv i »nt rate structures going to be addressed in < ner input on
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